A lot of hands (young and old) who work in the oilfield are being presented with the opportunity to do meth. I know of one guy, whose 50 year old body could not take it and he died after just a few short years of meth use.

Before you consider taking up the habit, I want you to consider this;

Because that meth is so addictive, we hear that prisoners are buying the "scabs" from the sores of newly incarcerated meth addicts because it still may contain enough meth to get them high. What do they do with the scabs? They eat them! Now that is a powerful addiction!

Meth Laced Whole Scabs

Lifer Cereal

Ah the glamorous life of meth!

If you are thinking that you need a new high in life, get a better hobby than drugs. Some suggestions: Buy a Harley; take up snow skiing; take up checkers; do some kind of art; learn to play the guitar..............

...........Anything but drugs! –

(keep it legal)